






































Nominee view (legacy Nomination form+)
•New nomination (for this year)
•Latest nomination (for this year)
•Past nomination (for past year)
•=> nomination form + recommendation form

Recommender contact
•Send mail to additional recommenders

Nominee View (legacy Recommendation form+)
•Recommendation data

Nominees View
•Nomination & recommendation data from Nominators & Recommenders





•Use standard template form (.doc) for editing & downloading & uploading
•Repeated revision & uploading until deadline
•Documents of past years can be downloaded for revision & re-upload

•improve query functions available from member database

•Numbering: The following draft UI’s are roughly numbered by their progress in the
nomination process
•0 => 1.1 || 1.2 => 2.1 || 2.2
•Physical pages that do not fit in the same slide are labeled with –a, -b, -c …

•Yellow buttons: active (White: inactive, maybe removable)
•Red/Pink links/text: new features (wrt legacy version)







Nominator Recommender Reviewer

Make an ACL Fellows Nomination
The Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) reserves the title of ACL Fellow for the most highly
accomplished members of the association. The list of current ACL Fellows is available online.

•All forms submitted by October 1 of a given year will be considered. Submitted forms will be kept confidential.
•The nomination or recommendation you are about to submit is for year $Yxxxx.

•Nominator: If you would like to nominate a candidate for Fellow, please press the Nominator button & Upload
the nomination form or Edit your current/past nominations.

•Recommender: If you have been contacted by a nominator and have agreed to provide a recommendation,
please press the Recommender button & Upload or Edit the recommendation form.

•Reviewer: If you are one of the nomination committee members for $Yxxxx, please press the Reviewer button.

ACL Policies & Regulation
General Fellow Program Policies: http://aclweb.org/adminwiki/index.php?title=Fellows_Program
Diversity and Equity Policies:
http://aclweb.org/adminwiki/index.php?title=Promoting_Diversity_and_Avoiding_Bias



Nominator Recommender Reviewer

Download Empty Forms

•Nomination Form: doc (MS doc)
•Recommendation Form: doc (MS doc)



•0.0.1 –New nominator
•0.0.2 - With old submissions

•New / Old Nomination Sessions

•1.1 - Download/Edit/Upload Nomination Data (loop: 1.1)
•1.2 - Eligibility of Candidate Query (by mail: 1.2) [Future: by database query]
•1.3 - Contact Recommenders (by mail: 1.3)

•1.1.1 –upload form
•1.1.2 –upload success confirmation
•1.1.3 –send upload confirmation letter (loop: 1.1.1-1.1.3, or start new/old nomination)



New Nomination

You don’t have any nominations !!!

* Press the New Nomination button to start a new nomination.

Exit



New Nomination Old Nomination Exit

* Note: Every nominator can nominate at most 2 (?) candidates for a year.

You have the following nominations:

•[X] Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recomm_1-Recomm_2-Ver-vv
•[ ] Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recomm_1-Recomm_2-Ver-vv

• Yyyyy-Candidate-Nominator-Recomm_1-Recomm_2-Ver-vv
• ………………………………………………………………………...

•Press the Old Nomination button to revise a recent nomination of this year (Yxxxx).
•(Check the one that would be recall.)

•Or Press the New Nomination button to start a new nomination.
•Or Click the above links to Download and Edit any nominations.



Nomination Data Mail for Eligibility Mail to Recommenders

Make an ACL Fellows Nomination
To be eligible, a candidate must have been a member of the ACL for the past three (3) consecutive years out of
the last 5 calendar years, including the year when they are nominated, and be nominated by a current ACL
member. If you are unsure about a candidate's eligibility, please send a query to acl@aclweb.org. (by pressing
the Mail for Eligibility button.)

A nominator must provide a comprehensive case for the candidate and solicit two (2) additional
recommendations.
Important: The nominator should direct the recommenders to fill out recommendation forms. ACL will not contact
individual recommenders or solicit letters. (Press the Mail to Recommenders button to send the invitation.)

To create a new nomination, complete the following personal information and upload your nomination form by
pressing the Nomination Data button:



Nomination Data Mail for Eligibility Mail to Recommenders

Nominator & Candidate
Nominator Name * : (manual or auto)
Nominator address * : (manual or auto)
Nominator email * : (manual or auto)

Candidate name * :
Candidate address * :
Candidate email * :

Recommender #1 name *
Recommender #1 address *
Recommender #1 email *

Recommender #2 name *
Recommender #2 address *
Recommender #2 email *

* Old Nomination &
Current Session shall
automatically fill personal
information, whichever
available, into these fields.
* New Nomination needs
manual entry.



Upload Form Exit

•The following form is intended for the following nomination for Yxxxx (Version V-vv):

Nominator Name * : (auto)
Nominator address * : (auto)
Nominator email * : (auto)
Candidate name * : (auto)
Candidate address * : (auto)
Candidate email * : (auto)

•FileName: [Browse]



Nomination Status Exit

•The form is uploaded successfully !!!
•A confirmation letter has been sent to your mail box at: nominator@dept.institute.

Press the Nomination Status button to check the new status,
and then start a new nomination, or

re-upload a revised nomination form (if necessary).



•Year: Yxxxx
•Nominator: …
•Candidate: …



•Year: Yxxxx
•Nominator: …
•Candidate: …



•Invite you to write a letter of recommendation for the following fellow candidate:
•Year: Yxxxx
•Nominator: …
•Candidate: …
•URL: Nomination & recommendation page





•Upload Recommendation



New Nomination

You are not invited for any recommendations !!!

* If you want to start a new nomination by yourself, press the New Nomination button.

Exit



Upload Recommendation Exit

You are invited to recommend the following nominations this year (Yxxxx):

•[x] Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recommder-Ver-vv
•[ ] Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recommder-Ver-vv
•[ ] …………………………………………………………...

•Press the Upload Recommendation button to submit your recommendation for the selected one.

•Or Click the above links to Download and Edit any current recommendation letters.



Upload Exit

•The following form is intended for the following nomination for Yxxxx (Version V-vv):

Nominator Name * : (auto)
Nominator address * : (auto)
Nominator email * : (auto)

Candidate name * : (auto)
Candidate address * : (auto)
Candidate email * : (auto)

Recommender name * : (auto)
Recommender address * : (auto)
Recommender email * : (auto)

•FileName: [Browse]



Recommendation Status Exit

•The recommendation form is uploaded successfully !!!
•A confirmation letter has been sent to your mail box at: recommender@dept.institute.rec

•CC: nominator@dept.institute.

Press the Recommendation Status button to check the new status,
and then start a new recommendation

or re-upload a revised recommendation form (if necessary).



•Year: Yxxxx
•Nominator: …
•Candidate: …
•Recommender: …





•Mailing list
•Review form (?) [Future version]



Login Exit

Only nomination committee members have access to the nomination materials.
Please enter the PIN you received:

•email: reviewer@institute (auto)
•PIN: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

•PIN (confirm): xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx



Exit

We have the following nominations for this year Yxxxx:

•Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recomm_1-Recomm_2-Ver-vv
•Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recomm_1-Recomm_2-Ver-vv
•Yxxxx-Candidate-Nominator-Recomm_1-Recomm_2-Ver-vv
•………………………………………………………………………...

•Click the above links to Download the current nominations.
•The mailing list for the nomination committee is here: acl-Yxxxx-Nomination-Committee@aclweb.org




